
Insect Hotel Instructions 

Prepared by Morné Brits, Kironia Habitat Gardens (info@kironia.co.za) 

 

Why insect hotels? 

Our suburbs, gardens, parks and even smallholdings are depleted of wildlife. We change the 

natural habitat to suite our needs and tastes, often creating relatively sterile environments. 

When we do plant we favour exotics over indigenous species, we plant monocultures (e.g. 

our green desert lawns) or an abundance of the same species, e.g. a whole bed of 

cabbage/lettuce/ tomatoes. We also like it neat and tidy; we rake up leaves, remove all 

weeds, keep the soil turned over and remove dead branches, trees and sticks. These 

practises create a haven for those species that are adapted to these conditions; they are 

often pests, and with a lack of diversity in the garden, there are few predators able to 

control them. 

 

Insect hotels create habitat for a portion of those insects and other arthropods that are no 

longer abundant in the typical garden setting. It provides nesting sites and shelter for 

species that hibernate or estivate during the dry winter months on the Highveld. Many of 

the insects attracted to insect hotels are beneficial to the gardens as they are pollinators 

and predators of garden pests. Oh, and of course they increase the overall biodiversity; at 

Kironia habitat garden our motto is ‘a diverse garden is a healthy garden’.  

 

What are you likely to attract to your insect hotel? 

The first and probably most important inhabitants will be solitary bees such as, such as 

sweat bees, flower bees, membrane bees, leafcutting bees, carpenter bees and related 

species, wasps such as cockroach wasps, katydid wasps, keyhole wasps, potter wasps and 

mason wasps. Other potential inhabitants could include hibernating/estivating species such 

as ladybirds, lacewings and butterflies as well as beetles and spiders. 

 

Where to put your insect hotel? 

In reality there is almost no wrong spot to place an insect hotel in the garden. Where you 

put it will to some extent determine what species you are likely to attract and how it will 

benefit your garden.  
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You might want to consider having more than one insect hotel, placed in different 

situations/conditions to attract and host a greater diversity of wildlife. 

 

Here are some guidelines for placement: 

 A secure placement: Try to place it against a stable surface (a wall or a tree trunk will 

do) and secure it if necessary. With time, the components of the insect hotels tend to 

dry and become loose and will fall out if bumped or if it is allowed to sway in strong 

wind.  

 Sun or shade? You are likely to attract more critters if the hotel gets at least some sun 

during the day. The KHG hotels are well suited to solitary bees and wasps that prefer 

more sunny conditions. 

 Height: Higher hotels will favour flying insects over the crawling insects (not necessarily 

a bad thing as the KHG hotels are primarily designed with solitary bees and wasps in 

mind). Hotels placed on the ground should be on top of a layer of gravel or bricks to 

avoid the wood rotting away prematurely.  

 Flowers: You are likely to get more activity and a lot sooner in your hotel if you place it 

near flowering plants with nectar and/or pollen.  

 Pest control: At KHG we try to encourage our customers to move away from chemical 

pest control. One of the most important functions of insect hotels is to reduce garden 

pests. You might therefore want to place your insect hotel near plants that are prone to 

attack by garden pests. 

 Vegetable gardens and fruit trees: An insect hotel near your vegetable garden and fruit 

trees will attract pollinators and help with fruit set. It will also help to reduce garden 

pests.  

 Insect hotels as garden art: When we started making insect hotels it was with the 

intention to provide an alternative form of pest control. Many of our clients buy the 

hotels because of their decorative value - we don’t mind! Placing your hotel for optimal 

viewing pleasure is also ok and will still attract some of those bugs we would like to see 

in your garden. 

 

Please help us to improve our knowledge and design of the insect hotels, by sending us 

photos, notes and suggestions to info@kironia.co.za or by posting on our Facebook page, 

Kironia Habitat Gardens - https://www.facebook.com/kironia  

Thank you! 
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